The large state space of gene genealogies is a major hurdle for inference methods based on 5 Kingman's coalescent. Here, we present a new Bayesian approach for inferring past population 6 sizes which relies on a lower resolution coalescent process we refer to as "Tajima's coalescent". Tajima's Trees (BESTT) with a popular implementation of coalescent-based inference in BEAST 13 using simulated data and human data. We empirically demonstrate that BESTT can accurately 14 infer effective population sizes, and it further provides an efficient alternative to the Kingman's 15 coalescent. The algorithms described here are implemented in the R package phylodyn, which is 16 available for download at https://github.com/JuliaPalacios/phylodyn.
Figure 1: For a sample of size n, the number of Tajima's genealogies is superexponentially fewer compared to the number of Kingman's genealogies. A: A Kingman's genealogy and a Tajima's genealogy for n = 8. A Kingman's genealogy (left) comprises a vector of coalescent times and the labeled topology; the number of possible labeled topologies for a sample of size n is n!(n − 1)!/2 n−1 . A Tajima's genealogy (right) comprises a vector of coalescent times and a ranked tree shape. In both cases, coalescent events are ranked from 2 at time t 2 to n at time t n . Coalescent times are measured from the present (time 0) back into the past. B. The numbers of labeled topologies and ranked tree shapes (formulas provided in section 2.4) for different values of the sample size, n.
the gene tree representation with the allocation of the number of observed mutations along the 
Summarizing sequence data Y as haplotypes and mutation groups 119
Let the data consist of n fully linked haploid sequences or alignments of nucleotides at s segregating 120 sites sampled from n individuals at time t = 0 (the present). Note that any labels we afix to the 121 individuals are arbitrary in the sense that they will not enter into the calculation of the likelihood.
122
We further assume the infinite sites mutation model of Watterson (1975) with mutation parameter 123 µ and known ancestral states for each of the sites. Then we can encode the data into a binary 124 matrix Y of n rows and s columns with elements y i,j ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 indicates the ancestral allele.
125
In order to calculate the Tajima's conditional likelihood Pr(Y | g T , µ), we first record each 126 haplotype's frequency and group repeated columns to form mutation groups; a mutation group 127 corresponds to a shared set of mutations in a subset of the sampled individuals. We record the 128 cardinality of each mutation group (i.e., the number of columns that show each mutation group).
129
In Figure 2A , there are two columns labeled "b", corresponding to two segregating sites which (Figure 2A ) can alternatively be represented as a gene tree or perfect phylogeny (Gusfield, 139 1991; Griffiths and Tavaré, 1994b) . This representation relies on our assumption of the infinite sites 140 mutation model in which, if a site mutates once in a given lineage, all descendants of that lineage 141 also have the mutation and no other individuals carry that mutation. The gene tree is a graphical 142 representation of the haplotypes (as tips) arranged by their patterns of shared mutations. The 143 haplotype data summarized in Figure 2A corresponds to the gene tree given in Figure 2B . Details 144 of the correspondence between haplotype data and gene tree are listed below, and an additional 145 example is given in Figure 13 (Appendix E).
146
A gene tree for a matrix Y h×m of h haplotypes and m mutation groups is a rooted tree T with Number of mutations Frequency
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( ) ( * * ( * * * * * * ) ) ( * * * ( * * * * * + ) ( * * * * ( ( * * * , ( ( * * * * * * ( ( ( -) * * * * * * * * * * . ) * * * * * * * * * * / ) * ( ( * * * * * * * 0 ) * * * * * * * * * * 1 ( * * * * * * * * * * (. (columns, only the first 10 of which are shown), comprised of 9 haplotypes and 13 mutation groups. Rows correspond to haplotypes and each polymorphic site is labeled by its mutation group {a, b, c, ..., m}. B. Gene tree representation of the data in panel A. Red numbers indicate the cardinality of each mutation group (number of columns with the same label in panel A). Black letters indicate the mutation group (column labels in panel A), and black numbers indicate the frequency of the corresponding haplotype. C. A Tajima's genealogy compatible with the gene tree in panel B. Internal nodes are labeled according to order of coalescent events from the root to the tips. Coalescent event i happens at time t i and branches are labeled b i (see section 2.5 for details). D. A Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) representation of the gene tree in panel B together with allocation of mutation groups along the branches of the Tajima's genealogy in panel C. V I denotes the set of internal nodes and V L the set of leaf nodes. A detailed description of the DAG is given in section 2.5.
approximations. In Figure 1A for example, it matters only that mutation group "e" occurs on a subgroup of the individuals who carry a mutation group "a" and that this is different than the subgroups carrying "c", "d" and "f". No other labels matter because individuals are exchangeable 177 in the population model we assume.
178
This represents a dramatic coarsening of tree space compared to the classical leaf-labeled binary 179 trees of Kingman's coalescent. The number of possible ranked tree shapes for a sample of size n 180 corresponds to the n-th term of the sequence A000111 of Euler zig-zag numbers (Disanto and
181
Wiehe, 2013) whereas the number of labeled binary tree topologies is n!(n − 1)!/2 n−1 . As can be 182 seen from Figure 1B , this provides a much more efficient way to integrate over the key hidden 183 variable, the unknown gene genealogy of the sample, when computing likelihoods.
184
We model this hidden variable using the vintaged and sized coalescent (Sainudiin et al., 2015) 185 which corresponds exactly to this coarsening of Kingman's coalescent. As can be seen in Figure   186 1A, we assign vintages/labels 2 through n starting at the root of the tree and moving toward the 187 present, so that the node created by the final splitting event, which is also the first coalescence 188 event looking back in the ancestry of the sample, is labeled n. We write t k for the time of node 189 k, measured from the present back into the past. We set t n+1 := 0 to be the present time. Then 190 during the interval [t k+1 , t k ) the sample has exactly k extant ancestors, for k ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
191
The coarsening of the tree topology does not change the law of the times between two coalescence 192 events. Thus, conditional on the effective population size trajectory (N (t)) t≥0 and the time t k+1
193
at which the number of ancestors to the sample decreases to k, the distribution of the time during
194
which the sample has k ancestors is given by (Slatkin and Hudson, 1991) , where
Writing the density at t = (t 2 , t 3 , . . . , t n ) of the 196 vector of coalescence times as a product of conditional densities, we obtain
We use a lower-triangular matrix denoted F to represent Tajima's genealogies; see Appendix
198
A. The probability of a ranked tree shape was derived independently in Sainudiin et al. (2015) and 199 Palacios et al. (2015) . Specifically, for every ranked tree shape F with n leaves,
where c is the number of cherries in F (i.e., nodes subtending two leaves; c = 3 in Figure 10A ).
201
Note that this probability is independent of the effective population size trajectory since the choice 202 of the pair of lineages that coalesce during an event is independent of (N (t)) t≥0 (recall that in
203
Kingman's coalescent, the coalescing pair is chosen uniformly at random among all possible pairs).
204
Since the distribution of Tajima's genealogies g T = (F, t) conditional on (N (t)) t≥0 can be factored
205
as the product of the probability of the ranked tree shape F and the coalescent times density, we exploits the gene tree representation T of the data ( Figure 2B ), incorporates the branch length 211 information of the Tajima's genealogy g T ( Figure 2C ) and facilitates the recursive allocation of 212 mutations to the branches of g T . Here we detail the construction of the DAG.
213
We construct the DAG using three pieces of information: the observed gene tree T , a given
214
Tajima's genealogy g T and a latent "allocation" of mutations along the branches of the Tajima's 215 genealogy ( Figure 3 ). An allocation refers to a possible mapping (compatible with the data)
216
of the observed numbers of mutations (red numbers in Figure 2B ) to branches in the Tajima's 217 genealogy. Figure 3A shows one possible mapping for the Tajima's genealogy in Figure 2C ; usually 2B subtending from edges i and j are grouped into Z 6 in Figure 2D , as they both have haplotype 226 frequency 2. However, the leaves subtending from the e and f edges are not grouped (and correspond
227
to Z 8 and Z 9 in the DAG Figure 2D ) since they have respective haplotype frequencies 2 and 1.
228
We label the root node of D as Z 0 and increase the index i of each node Z i from top to bottom,
229
moving left to right. For i < j, we assign a directed edge E i,j if the node in T corresponding to Z i 230 is connected to the node in T corresponding to Z j . The index set of internal nodes in D is denoted
231
by V I and the index set of leaf nodes is denoted by V L .
232
Information carried by the nodes in D. Each node in D represents a vector, Z j , which includes number of descendants, number of mutations and latent allocation of mutations. Although the number of descendants and number of mutations are part of the observed data, the allocation of mutations can be seen as a random variable, for ease of exposition, we use capital letters to denote all three types of information. We define the vector Z j as follows:
where D j denotes the number of descendants of (i.e., of sampled sequences subtended by) node 233 Z j , X j denotes the number of mutations separating Z j from its parent node, and A j denotes the 234 allocation of mutations along g T (described in detail below). The number of descendants D j is thus 235 the number of individuals/sequences descending from node Z j (this information is part of T ). For 236 internal nodes, X j records the cardinality of a mutation group, represented as a red number along
237
the edge E i,j of T in Figure 2B , where i is the index of the parent node of Z j . Leaf nodes in D
238
may correspond to more than one leaf nodes in T , namely any sister nodes with the same number 239 of descendants. In this case, X j is a vector with the cardinalities of the corresponding mutation 240 groups (see for example node Z 6 in Figure 3B ). 
248
B DAG corresponding to A Node Z 0 has 16 descendants across 3 subtrees of 7, 7 and 2 descendants, corresponding to nodes Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 . These three subtrees subtend from b 5 , b 4 and b 14 , respectively, in g T ( Figure 3A ). Node Z 1 corresponds to the tree subtending from b 5 of size 7 with X 1 = 1 mutation along b 5 and subtends three subtrees from (b 12 , b 9 ) and b 10 . Subtrees subtending from (b 12 , b 9 ) are grouped together in leaf node Z 4 because they both have 2 descendants and have the same parent node. When leaf nodes represent more than one trees, such as Z 4 in Figure 4B , the random variable X j is the vector X j = (X j,1 , X j,2 , . . . , X j,sj ) that denotes the number of mutations along the branches that subtends from the tree node j that have D j descendants, and s j is the number of edges subtending from Z j .
Allocations of mutations to branches are usually not unique and computation of the conditional 249 likelihood Pr(Y | g T , µ) requires summing over all possible allocations. In Figure 3A we show one 250 such possible allocation of the mutation groups of the gene tree in Figure 2B along the Tajima's 251 genealogy in Figure 2C . For example, mutation group "a" in Figure 2B with cardinality 1 (number 252 in red) is a mutation observed in 7 individuals (sum of black numbers of leaves descending from edge 253 marked a). This same mutation group, "a", is shown as a red number 1 in Figure 3A allocated to 254 branch b 5 . If Z j is an internal node, the number of mutations X j is denoted as a vector of length 1.
255
If Z j is a leaf node, X j can be a vector of length greater than 1. Details on notation for allocations 256 can be found in Appendix B. 
Computing the conditional likelihood
Under the infinite-sites mutation model, mutations are superimposed independently on the branches of g T as a Poisson process with rate µ. In order to compute Pr(Y | g T , µ) = Pr(T | g T , µ) we marginalize over the latent allocation information in the directed acyclic graph D; that is, we sum over all possible mappings of mutations in T to branches in g T as follows:
. .
where
denotes the index of the parent of node i in D and we set P (Z 0 | g T , µ) = 1 because it is assumed that there are no mutations above the root node and the length of the root branch l 2 = 0. Writing L for the tree length of g T (i.e., the sum of the lengths of all branches of g T ) and factoring out a global factor e −µL (due to the Poisson distribution of mutations across the genealogy) from each of the above products over i ∈ {1, . . . , n I + n L }, we have
sizes. The number of different permutations of the k values of x i divided into m i groups of sizes
For example, assume that x i = {2, 2, 2, 0, 3, 3} and a
In this case, k 1 = 3 because there will be 3 branches with 2 mutations, k 2 = 1 263 because there will be 1 branch with 0 mutations and k 3 = 2 because there will be 2 branches with 264 3 mutations. The number of permutations of k = 6 mutations groups divided into m i = 3 groups 265 with cardinalities 2, 0, 3 of sizes 3, 1, 2 is 6!/(3!1!2!) = 60.
266
The conditional likelihood Pr(Y | g T , µ) is calculated via a backtracking algorithm (Appendix 267 C). The algorithm marginalizes the allocations by traversing the DAG from the tips to the root.
268
The pseudocode and an example can be found in the Appendix C. Up to now, we have assumed that the ancestral state was known at every segregating site. The
271
representation of the data Y that we use in this case records the cardinalities of each mutation group 272 and the genealogical relations between these groups, but does not assign labels to the sequences.
273
Hence, in the terminology of Griffiths and Tavaré (1995) , our data corresponds to an unlabeled 274 rooted gene tree.
275
When the ancestral types are not known, the data (now denoted Y 0 ) may be represented as 276 an unlabeled unrooted gene tree. By the remark following Equation (1) trees that correspond to the unrooted gene tree of the observed data (R(Y 0 )). By the law of total 279 probability (see also Equation (10) in Griffiths and Tavaré (1995) ), the conditional likelihood of Y 0 280 can be written as the sum over all compatible unlabeled rooted gene trees Y (i) of the probability
where each of the Y (i) corresponds to a unique unlabeled rooted gene tree compatible with the following sections, we shall assume that the ancestral type at each site is known.
285
2.8 Bayesian inference of the effective population size trajectory
286
Our posterior distribution of interest is
where (log N (t)) t≥0 = (γ(t)) t≥0 ∼ GP(0, C(τ )) has a Gaussian process prior with mean 0 and covariance function C(τ ) (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) . This specification ensures (N (t)) t>0 is non-negative. In our implementation, we assume a regular geometric random walk prior, that is,
The parameter τ is a length scale parameter that controls the degree of regularity of the random 288 walk. We place a Gamma prior with parameters α = .01 and β = .001 on τ , reflecting our lack of 289 prior information in terms of high variance about the smoothness of the logarithm of the effective 290 population size trajectory.
291
We approximate the posterior distribution of model parameters via a MCMC sampling scheme.
292
Model parameters are sampled in blocks within a random scan Metropolis-within-Gibbs framework.
293
Our algorithm initializes with the corresponding Tajima genealogy of the UPGMA estimated tree 
Metropolis-Hastings updates for ranked tree shapes 303
There is a large literature on local transition proposal distributions for Kingman's topologies (Kuh-304 ner et al., 1998; Rannala and Yang, 2003; Drummond et al., 2012; Whidden and Matsen, 2015; 305 Aberer et al., 2016) . In this paper, we adapted the local transition proposal of Markovtsova et al.
306
(2000) to Tajima's topologies. We briefly describe the scheme below and provide a pseudocode 307 algorithm in Appendix C (Algorithm 3).
308
Given the current state of the chain {γ, τ, g T } = {γ, τ, F n , t}, we propose a new ranked tree 309 shape F * in two steps: (1) we first sample a coalescent interval e k = (t k+1 , t k ) uniformly at random, 310 where k ∼ U({3, . . . , n}). Note that we will never select the interval (t 3 , t 2 ) at the top of the tree 311 (see Figure 10A ). Given k, we focus solely on the coalescent events at times t k and t k−1 . For step 312 (2), there are two possible scenarios. Case A: The lineage created at time t k , labeled k, coalesces 313 at time t k−1 (first row of Figure 4A ). Case B: Lineage k does not coalesce at time t k−1 ( Figure 4B ).
314
In Case A, we choose a new pair of lineages at random to coalesce at time t k from the 3 lineages 315 subtending k and k − 1 (excluding k), and we coalesce the remaining lineage with k at t k−1 (F * n,1 316 and F * n,2 in Figure 4) . In Case B, we invert the order of the coalescent events; that is, the two 317 lineages descending from k are set to coalesce at time t k−1 and lineages descending from k − 1 are 318 set to coalesce at time t k . (F * n,3 a in Figure 4 ). Note that the numerical labels 1, 2, 3 are included 319 to clarify the picture: lineages subtending both Case A and Case B can be either labeled (if there 320 is a vintage subtending that lineage) or not (if there is a singleton). The transition probability 321 q(F * n | F n ) is given by the product of the probabilities of the two steps. The new ranked tree shape 322 F * n is accepted with probability given by the Metropolis-Hastings ratio defined below:
We note that our proposal can result in the same ranked tree shape. However, we tested alterna-324 tive proposals that precluded this event and we did not find any notable difference in the overall 325 performance of the MCMC algorithm. proposed by Lan et al. (2015) . Conditioned on g T , the target density becomes Given the current state {γ, τ, g T } = {γ, F n , t, τ }, we propose a new vector of coalescent times with 
where s is the momentum vector assumed to be normally distributed. The system evolves according to:
We use the leapfrog method (Neal, 2011) with step size and a p Poisson with mean 10 distributed number of steps to simulate the dynamics from time x = 0 to x = p . Each leapfrog step of size follows the trajectory:
For our implementation, we set the mass matrix M = I, the identity matrix. We simulate the 
341
At the beginning of Section 2.8, we described how we assume a regular geometric random walk 342 prior on (N (t)) t≥0 at B regularly spaced time points in [0, T ]. Ideally, the window size T must be 343 at least t 2 , the time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA). However, t 2 is not known.
344
Our initial values of coalescent times t are obtained from the UPGMA implementation in phangorn
345
(Schliep, 2011) with times properly rescaled by the mutation rate, and we set T = t 2 . We initially interval; that is, we choose i ∼ U ({n, n − 1, . . . , 3}) and t * i ∼ U (t i+1 , t i−1 ). This is a symmetric
353
proposal and the corresponding Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability is parameter τ , and vector of log effective population sizes γ through their posterior distribution:
In Equation (14), we enforce that all loci follow the same effective population size trajectory but 366 every locus can have its own mutation rate µ i . We tested our new method, BESTT, on simulated data under four different demographic scenarios.
370
Note that in this section, N (t) is rescaled to the coalescent time scale, meaning that 1/N (t) is the 371 pairwise rate of coalescence at time t in the past relative to the rate at the present time zero. We 372 simulated genealogies under four different population size trajectories: 373 1. A period of exponential growth followed by constant size:
2. A trajector with instantaneous growth:
3. An exponential growth: N (t) = 25e −5t iterations, this number could increase or decrease according to the posterior distribution of t 2 .
388
We assess accuracy and precision of our estimates using the sum of relative errors (SRE)
whereN (ω i ) is the estimated effective population size trajectory at time ω i . Second, we computed 390 the mean relative width as
whereN up (ω i ) corresponds to the 97.5% upper limit andN lo (ω i ) corresponds to the 2.5% lower 392 limit of the estimated posterior distribution of N (ω i ). In addition, we measured how well the 95% 393 credible intervals cover the truth and compute the envelope measure, EN V :
We first simulated 3 datasets of n = 10 individuals with an average number of 100 segregating is less accurate and with high uncertainty (wide credible intervals). In all three cases, our envelope 401 measure is above 95%. Performance measures on all simulations are summarized in Table 1 .
402
We analyzed the effect of increasing the number of segregating sites, the number of samples and 403 the number of independent genealogies on posterior inference with BESTT. In all three cases, we 404 expect our method to better recover the truth. As another performance assessment, we simulated datasets from a population size trajectory 414 with instantaneous growth with varying number of samples. We simulated datasets with n = 10, performance substantially increases by increasing the number of independent datasets. 
440
We compared our point estimatesN (t) from all methods to the ground truth for each simulation 441 (Table 2) . In two cases, BESTT has better envelope than BEAST. For the exponential growth BESTT since it assumes Gaussian process priors on log N (t) like BESTT. and Y * is the labeled data, in order to estimate (N (t)) t>0 . These two posterior distributions are the same when every individual of the sample has its own private mutation group and no 462 shared mutation groups. Otherwise, the number of Tajima's trees compatible with observed data required to estimate the posterior of a smaller number of trees. For this reason, we argue that 466 Tajima's coalescent is a more efficient model than Kingman's coalescent for estimating the posterior 467 distribution of (N (t)) t≥0 . However, a single conditional likelihood calculation Pr(Y | g T , µ) requires 468 the sum over all possible allocation of mutation groups to branches of g T . Our algorithm only 469 accounts for allocations constrained by the DAG and the ranked tree shape of g T . For the data 470 depicted in Figure 2A ,B and g T of Figure 2C , there are only 8 different possible allocation "paths" 471 of all mutation groups to branches. In Appendix C we detail how our algorithm finds these paths.
472
The number of paths depends on the number of subtrees with the same family size path in the 473 DAG and in the ranked tree shape. In the best case, our algorithm will find a path in O(no),
474
where no is the number of nodes in the gene tree. In general, the number of allocation paths will 475 be much smaller than the number of labeled trees compatible with a ranked tree shape. In our 
Discussion

500
The size of emergent sequencing datasets prohibits the use of standard coalescent modeling for in-501 ferring evolutionary parameters. The main computational bottleneck of coalescent-based inference 502 of evolutionary histories lies in the large cardinality of the hidden state space of genealogies. In 503 the standard Kingman coalescent, a genealogy is a random labeled bifurcating tree that models the 504 set of ancestral relationships of the samples. The genealogy accounts for the correlated structure 505 induced by the shared past history of organisms and explicit modeling of genealogies is fundamen-506 tal for learning about the past history of organisms. However, the genomic era is producing large 507 datasets that require more efficient approaches that efficiently integrate over the hidden state space 508 of genealogies.
509
In this manuscript we show that a lower resolution coalescent model on genealogies, the "Tajima's 
515
A priori, the cardinality of the state space of ranked tree shapes is much smaller than the 516 cardinality of the state space of labeled trees. However, in this manuscript we show that when the 517 Tajima coalescent model is coupled with the infinite sites mutation model, the space of ranked tree 518 shapes is constrained by the data and the reduction on the cardinality of the hidden state space of 519 Tajima's trees is even more pronounced than expected.
520
21
In order to leverage the constraints imposed by the data and the infinite-sites mutation model, we apply Dan Gusfield's perfect phylogeny algorithm (Gusfield, 1991) to represent sequence align-522 ments as a gene tree. We exploit the gene tree representation for conditional likelihood calculations 523 and for exploring the state space of ranked tree shapes.
524
For the calculation of the likelihood of the data conditioned on a given Tajima's genealogy, we 525 augment the gene tree representation of the data with the Tajima's genealogy and map observed 526 mutations to branches. We define a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with the augmented gene tree.
527
This new representation as a DAG allows for calculating the likelihood as a backtracking algorithm 528 that transverses the gene tree from the leaves to the root. Our implementation's computational 529 bottleneck lies in the likelihood calculation. Given a Tajima's genealogy, our likelihood algorithm 530 sums over all possible allocation of mutation groups to branches. Although this number is generally 531 much smaller than the number of labeled genealogies, our algorithm can be further optimized. In 532 future studies, we will explore as sum-product type of algorithm for the likelihood calculation. In 533 the present implementation we are able to infer effective population size trajectories from samples 534 of size n ≈ 35 in a regular personal laptop computer within few hours.
535
Our statistical framework draws on Bayesian nonparametrics. We place a flexible geometric 536 random walk process prior on the effective population size that allows us to recover population is not appropriate for modeling molecular data from other organisms such as pathogens and viral 551 populations. Finally, haplotype data of many organisms is usually sparse with few unique haplo-552 types presented at high frequencies. Since our algorithm exploits molecular data at the haplotype 553 level, our proposed method is ideally suited for this scenario where the space of ranked tree shapes 554 is drastically smaller than the space of labeled topolgies.
555
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The authors thank the editor and two anonymous referees whose suggestions considerably improved First, we declare that F i,j = 0 if j > i. Next, the number of lineages through time is encoded on the diagonal of F: F i,i = i for i in {2, 3, . . . , n}. Finally, for j < i, the entry F i,j denotes the number of lineages that do not coalesce in the time interval (t i+1 , t j ); in particular, F i,1 = 0 and for every i in {2, 3, . . . , n}, F n,i denotes the number of singletons (i.e., external branches that have not coalesced) in the time interval (t i+1 , t i ) (Figure 10 ). Other statistics of the ranked tree shape can be expressed in terms of the corresponding matrix F. Among them, the number c of cherries is equal to the number of times that the number of singletons decreases by 2 between lines i and i − 1, since such an event means that the coalescence separating these two epochs was that of two external branches. That is, Figure 1A ) with coalescent events ranked from 2 at time t 2 to n at time t n . Right: The corresponding F n matrix, with n = 8, that encodes the ranked tree shape information of the Tajima's genealogy on the left. F i,j denotes the number of lineages that do not coalesce in the time interval (t i+1 , t j ). In particular, F n,i for i in {2, 3, . . . , n} denotes the number of singletons (external branches that have not coalesced) in the time interval (t i+1 , t i ).
Appendix B
689
Detailed allocation of mutation groups along g T . The latent allocation random variables
690
{A j } are constrained by the information in the Tajima's genealogy g T . In a given g T , every subtree 691 is labeled by its ranking from past to present (Figure 10 ). Subtree i is subtended by branch b i with 692 length l i , for i = 2, . . . , n. We will assume that l 2 , the length of the root branch, is 0. Let c be the number of cherries (nodes with two leaves) in g T ; the two branches of a given cherry share the and A 1,2 = b 10 in Figure 3B . . Y is encoded in GeneT ree, the observed data as a Tree structure.
708
Each node in GeneT ree has number of descendants (or lineages) and mutation information attached 709 to it. Tajima's genealogy g T is encoded as F path that contains the ranked tree shape F n and times
710
that contains the vector of coalescent times t multiplied by the mutation rate µ. for node in tree do
3:
Calculate log likelihood based on times and number of mutations of node in current path.
4:
Accumulate to total log likelihood LL for node in pool do
8:
Check compatibility of the node, according to the given F path.
9:
if node is compatible with F path then
10:
Update node by assigning it to the current step in F path 11:
Update pool. If a node has been mapped entirely, remove node from pool, update its parent node, and potentially add parent node to pool if parent node has not been entirely assigned.
12:
Append this node to current path
13:
Call CalcLL recursive(LL, index + 1, current path, F path, Genetree)
14:
Restore previous node, pool and current path 
724
Once a path is found, the algorithm back tracks the path until there is one compatible node and 725 the path continues to grow. A sequence of back tracking and growing is the following:
726
The first sequence of steps 1−8, the path decreases. This happens because there are not alternative 745 compatible paths until that point when the sequence starts to grow until step 10. At step 10, the 746 algorithm does not find a compatible way to keep growing the path so the algorithm starts to back 747 track again until step 12. From steps 12 to 18, the algorithm grows the path until a complete new 748 path has been found. A complete path has the correspondence of coalescent events to nodes in gene 749 tree. The first element of the path: Z 8 corresponds to the coalescent event at time t 8 , the second 750 element of the path Z 10 corresponds to the second coalescent event at time t 7 . The last element of 751 the path is Z 0 when all sequences coalesce at time t 2 . In this example, the algorithm finds 8 paths.
752
Once the paths are found, the algorithm computes the likelihood and the result is the sum of the 753 likelihoods of the 8 paths. ties. This proposal is used in section 2.8.1.
758
We replicated the BEAST EBSP Analysis of the 35 Yoruban individuals from the 1000 Genomes
760
Project phase 3 using the whole mtDNA coding region consisting of 15409 sites. In both cases 761 we assumed the Jukes-Cantor mutation model (Jukes and Cantor, 1969) . Figure 11 shows the 762 comparison between EBSP inference from the 240 segregating sites retained in section 4 that are 763 compatible with the infinite sites mutation model assumption. In both cases we recover very similar 764 trajectories.
765
In addition, we compared our results with BEAST Bayesian Skyline Plot (BSP) (Drummond 766 and Rodrigo, 2000). For our reduced dataset of 240 segregating sites, we could not generate valid 
Appendix E
771
In Figure 13A , we show the data from Figure 2A with an additional haplotype (10) with frequency to the root shows that this haplotype has a unique mutation corresponding to mutation group a. 
